Yes, for the time being. This will limit their impact, as well as their ability to get the content.

On 10/12/10 11:09 AM, "@jstor.org" wrote:

This is completed.

Are you still sending the 18/8 network to only?

Thanks.

--

ITHAKA
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> Restore MIT IP Addresses
> --------------------
> >
> > Key: OPS-1845
> > URL: http://
> > Project: Operations
> > Issue Type: Task
> > Reporter: 
> > Assignee: 
> > Priority: Urgent
> >
> is asking that the MIT range be restored. asked that we take a metered approach and ease them back in if we can. I realize
> the whole Class A range is blocked at the firewall, but if we could enable the IPs not involved in this latest incident (aka, leave the
> Class C range suspended) that would be ideal in my estimation. Please advise.